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About This Game

Hex Empire 3 is unique turn-based strategy game where you can fulfill all of your deepest dreams of becoming a bloodthirsty
dictator. All without even taki 5d3b920ae0
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Played a few matches and it was fun. I will probably keep it on hold for now until multiplayer comes out, because playing
against AI doesn't feel rewarding. It is definitely a game I could get into once there are more features though.. Been a fan of Hex
Empire for years and this game was worth every penny. Keep up the good work! Easy too pick up and play Strategy game.. I'm
going to recommend this game, but I believe there needs to be more depth to it before I can say it is truly worth the price. $10
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isn't much, but the game doesn't seem to have a ton behind it. I'll expand on that more later. For the devs that are reading this --
I enjoy your game, I find it fun and look foward to seeing what you add. Please consider adding air units, more depth to
diplomacy (mutual defense pacts, for example), more to the in game economy, and maybe a way to skip your opponents turns
(if this exists I apologize, I'm still new). Sometimes I feel like the AI makes moves that put it in peril, but again my exposure to
the game is currently limited. I'll come back with more ideas after I've played some more, but I think you have a good
foundation in place. For the potential buyers -- there are only 2 units in the game. Infantry and artillery. There isn't much more
to the game but a very basic 'economy' and telling your troops where to go. By all accounts the developers are open to
suggestions, and actively seeking to improve the game. One thing that struck me is the grammar is a little off, and while the art
styling is cool. it seems like there is just one catchall graphic they use to communicate in game info to you. I'd recommend
waiting until Hex Empire 3 is on sale, but at the same time I hope that people buying it at full price (like me) will give them the
funds they needs to continue improving upon a solid foundation.. i loved the browser game and this is even better, worth the
price fun quick and worth the money. The game is good and quite addictive. I hope the multiplayer mode is released soon, it
would add a lot to the game.. Played a few matches and it was fun. I will probably keep it on hold for now until multiplayer
comes out, because playing against AI doesn't feel rewarding. It is definitely a game I could get into once there are more
features though.. The game is good and quite addictive. I hope the multiplayer mode is released soon, it would add a lot to the
game.. The game is good and quite addictive. I hope the multiplayer mode is released soon, it would add a lot to the game.. I'm
going to recommend this game, but I believe there needs to be more depth to it before I can say it is truly worth the price. $10
isn't much, but the game doesn't seem to have a ton behind it. I'll expand on that more later. For the devs that are reading this --
I enjoy your game, I find it fun and look foward to seeing what you add. Please consider adding air units, more depth to
diplomacy (mutual defense pacts, for example), more to the in game economy, and maybe a way to skip your opponents turns
(if this exists I apologize, I'm still new). Sometimes I feel like the AI makes moves that put it in peril, but again my exposure to
the game is currently limited. I'll come back with more ideas after I've played some more, but I think you have a good
foundation in place. For the potential buyers -- there are only 2 units in the game. Infantry and artillery. There isn't much more
to the game but a very basic 'economy' and telling your troops where to go. By all accounts the developers are open to
suggestions, and actively seeking to improve the game. One thing that struck me is the grammar is a little off, and while the art
styling is cool. it seems like there is just one catchall graphic they use to communicate in game info to you. I'd recommend
waiting until Hex Empire 3 is on sale, but at the same time I hope that people buying it at full price (like me) will give them the
funds they needs to continue improving upon a solid foundation.. Great game reminds me of the original and is really fun to
play.
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